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1.  Introduction 

Brazilian Government, concerned with the 
significant number of morbidity and mortality in the 
workplace, discussed and proposed a National Policy 
Occupational Health and Safety. This policy provides 
guidelines and strategies that should guide the plans 
and actions for the worker health and safety, 
including: the establishment of a tax policy that 
favors companies with lower rates of work diseases 
and accidents and the presumed nexus technical 
epidemiological[1]. This strategy was regulated by 
Decree No. 6042 which establishing the 
implementation, monitoring and evaluation of the 
Accident Insurance Factor (AIF) and the Nexus 
Technical Epidemiological (NTEP)[2]. Therefore, this 
article intends to discuss the interfaces of Decree No. 
6042 and the adoption of its guidelines as a strategy 
to reduce the occupational hazards. 

2. Methods 

The study is based on articles available in data-
bases (MEDLINE, LILACS, PUBMED, SCIRUS, 
EMBASE, CINAHL), legal documents and texts of 
official sites. 

3. Results 

The methodology regulated by Decree No. 6042 
meets the definition and epidemiological validity and 
represents an advance in the Health and Safety 
policies of the worker[3]. The calculation of taxes to 
the Worker's Compensation Insurance (WCI) is to be 
based on AIF is built into the rates of frequency of 
accident benefits set by NTEP. The statistical results 
of the social security, during 2008 revealed that there 
was an increase in reporting of MSDs records 
equivalent to 893% when compared to data recorded 
between 2006 and 2007[5]. Economic incentives, 
represented by strategies such as reduced insurance 
premiums and lower taxes were identified as the most 
effective for investments in shares of Occupational 
Health and Safety (OHS), to generate direct impacts 
on business budgets. However, there are still some 
elements of fragility, inherent to own three methods, 
which can negatively influence the implementation of 
improvements to reduce occupational hazards[4]. 
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4. Discussion  

Considering all the issues raised above, it is be-
lieved that this economic stimulus will cause firms to 
invest in shares of health promotion and prevention 
of accidents and diseases, and therefore reduce the 
number of accidents and occupational diseases. It is 
noteworthy, however, that the effectiveness of incen-
tives depends on other factors, such as the serious-
ness of the companies in the implementation of ac-
tions, government oversight and sensitivity to distin-
guish the performance of organizations, encouraging 
change in attitudes and behavior in the performance 
of SST. In this sense, it is necessary to combine this 
with other instrument of collective action of workers, 
businessmen and politicians in search of working 
conditions healthier and safer.
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